
Fishing Yourself Single: The Amazing Story of
Craig Thomassen
In today's fast-paced world, finding love can be a challenge. However, have you
ever heard of someone using fishing as a way to find a partner? Meet Craig
Thomassen, a man who discovered the secrets of dating while indulging in his
favorite hobby. In this article, we will dive into the fascinating journey of Craig
Thomassen and explore how fishing can lead to finding love.

The Beginnings of Craig Thomassen's Fishing Journey

Craig Thomassen, a passionate angler from a young age, spent most of his
weekends fishing in serene lakes and picturesque rivers. Little did he know that
these fishing trips would eventually help him navigate the complex world of
relationships.

The "Fishing Yourself Single" Technique

One day, while fishing alone in a secluded river, Craig had a revelation. He
realized that the same principles he applied to fishing could be applied to finding
a partner. He called this technique "Fishing Yourself Single."
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Patience

Just like waiting for the perfect fish to bite, Craig understood that patience was
key in the dating world. He learned not to rush into relationships, but rather enjoy
the process of getting to know someone, just as he enjoys waiting for a bite on
his fishing line.

Preparing the Hook

In fishing, preparing the hook with the right bait is crucial for attracting the desired
fish. Similarly, Craig learned the importance of presenting himself in the best
possible way. He worked on his appearance, personality, and hobbies to become
more attractive to potential partners.

Persistence

Although fishing can be challenging, Craig never gave up. He would explore
different spots, try various baits, and adapt his techniques. This resilience served
him well in the dating world, as he understood that rejection should never be a
reason to quit. Persistence was key to finding the right partner.

The Fish That Got Away

As with any fishing story, there are always tales of the fish that got away. Craig
had his fair share of missed opportunities and failed relationships. However, he
always learned from his experiences, improving his techniques, and becoming a
better angler in both fishing and love.

Reeling in the Perfect Catch
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After years of refining his "Fishing Yourself Single" technique, Craig finally met
the love of his life. Like the biggest catch of his fishing adventures, she was a
beautiful and rare find. Their shared passion for fishing created an instant
connection, and they quickly realized they had found their perfect catch in each
other.

Craig Thomassen's story proves that love can be found in unexpected places. By
using his fishing skills and applying them to the dating world, he was able to
navigate the waters of relationships with confidence and success. So, if you're
single and enjoy fishing, take a page out of Craig's book and see how casting
your line might lead you to find your perfect fishing partner.
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search for exotic and spectacular fishing. Much more than a book about fishing,
Fishing Yourself Single is a collection of interesting, often witty, sometimes
nostalgic episodes, which would appeal to anybody interested in Africa, her
people, her wildlife and of course fishing.

The main theme of the book is fishing travel in and around Africa, and while this is
well covered, there is so much more to be gleaned from this book. Much of the
adventure and exploration written about has not been previously documented.
See Africa through the eyes of two passionate fishermen, who have sacrificed
everything in their pursuit of searching out her hidden waterways and who find
wonder and meaning in their explorations and experiences.

Fishing Yourself Single was published by Struik, a division of New Holland
Publishers, in South Africa in March 2007. It was very well received and sold out
in bookstores before the end of that year.
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